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Evie and the Faerie Queen 

Disclaimer Details and Law Bits 

 

The majority of the real, actual people within this work of fiction know who they are 

and that they feature within said work of fiction.  Moreover, the participants are happy 

about this fact.  

Furthermore and more furtherly important, the individuals themselves are aware that they 

are in fact real and actual.  

Any similarity or resemblance between the real actual people portrayed within this work of 

fiction, and any real and actual such people not connected with this work of fiction, are 

purely coincidental and should only be sold separately.  

The entirety of the cast of the fictitious characters herein this work of fiction are 

entirely works of fiction. They know who they are, and very more so, they know that they 

are within said work of fiction. 

They, too, are fine with this.  You may take my word for it. 

Any similarity or resemblance between these fictitious characters and any persons, real or 

fictitious, that you know, have known, have read about, have seen or heard of are 

completely coincidental and should only be sold as part of a multipack.  

(Sigh) The fictitious events herein this work of fiction, yada, yada, yada…  

You get the picture:  
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Please do not rip me off. These stories are all I have. 

 

A Satyr Tale 

By Samuel M. Jackson 

(Written between December 2015 and February 2016. Somehow.) 
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CHAPTER 1 –Battle Stations! 

 

‘Pooh, you two smell!’ announced little Evie, wafting a dustpan and brush in front of 

her little nose. 

Mooky and Spooky looked hurt for a second then carried on eating carrots, their 

little noses twitching in unison after each nibble.  

‘All right then, out you come,’ she said, lightly tapping the side of the wooden hutch. 

‘You need to be cleaned.’ 

The two guinea pigs exchanged a glance then returned their vacant stare to Evie, shaking 

their furry heads. 
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Evie sighed, ‘Penny hasn’t arrived yet, so there’s nothing to be afraid of; and Shadow is still 

on her holiday. Did you not see her postcard?’1 

The guinea pigs were not buying it, so steps had to be taken to eject them from their safe 

haven with the minimum amount of force. 

Barely had their little pink feets touched the lawn in their pen when a shrill barking 

sounded from within the house. The guineas instantly bolted into their wooden bunker 

within the pen complex. They emerged seconds later on the roof and began arming the 

small cannonade they had just had installed upon its battlements. 

Evie looked up to see Penny bounding out of the back door, past the empty guinea 

hutch and across the lawn, her long tongue lolling out of the side of her mouth. With wild 

zeal in her eyes, she yapped: ‘GUINEA PIGS!!!’ 

Evie stretched out her arms and crouched down, ready to receive the incoming 

puppy. Before full canine interception, however, out of the corner of her eye Evie spotted a 

curious movement and a glimmer of light in the guinea hutch. It looked as though there was 

still something in there.  

However, before she could investigate any further, an avid, waggy-tailed terrier set 

upon her with much gusto and saliva. 

With their customary greeting complete, Penny was left to terrify the guinea pigs 

sheltering in their pen. The defenders therein working furiously as a close and efficient team 

                                                                 
1 Not being much of a conversationalist, Shadow had merely written Evie’s address and 

‘Meow’ on the back. 
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loading their primary cannon and sending warning shots past the hyperactive dog’s nose 

and tail. This did little to dissuade her.  

Now, you see, Penny is a very good friend of the family. Normally, she is a very well 

behaved and quiet girl; but when things smaller, furrier and possibly cuter than her turn up, 

she must see them off quickly and in good order. 

There it was again, thought Evie; something was still in the guinea hutch. ‘Whatever 

could it be?’ Penny is here, the guineas are both secure in their fortress and the cat is on 

holiday.’  

‘A floaty candle thing, like a Chinese lantern perhaps?’ She wondered. ‘A radioactive 

squirrel? A third guinea pig with a lightsabre?’ 

Whatever it was, Penny had spotted it, too. Bounding away, leaving the beleaguered 

guineas to regroup, rally and reload, Penny skipped into the wide, main door of the hutch 

and barked furiously. ‘There better not be anything cuter than me in here!’  

So, armed with her trusty brush and noble dust pan, Evie stalked up to the hutch. 

However, she noted as she got closer that Penny was not barking anymore. Curiosity getting 

the better of her, Evie rushed over to see what was going on.  

How funny. Penny was nowhere to be seen. She had vanished without a trace.  

Evie checked under the hutch. No small dog.  

‘Mum?’ cried Evie perplexed.  

Evie checked either side of the hutch. Still no small dog. 

‘Mu-um!’ she repeated when there came no reply.  
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Her fatally beautiful and doting mother, Clare, came to the back door, some sort of 

technology clasped to her ear. ‘Sorry Evie, I’m on the phone. I’ll be with you in a minute.’ 

She then retreated within the domicile once more. 

Evie sighed with frustration and then elected to stick her head into the hutch and 

have a proper look around. Penny tracks! Leading to… the guineas’ sleeping compartment! 

She opened the side door to peer within. There was a notable lack of small dogs therein.  

However, on the back wall of the guineas’ sleeping quarters, Evie noticed a strange 

symbol carved into the wood panelling. She had never noticed it before so she could not 

quite make out what it was. Moreover, there were bits of guinea-bedding adorning it. She 

leaned further into the hutch to get a better look and perhaps a touch.  

Just as her outstretched fingers started to trace the detailed inscription, her elbow 

slipped on a wet guinea pig poo and she slid further forward into the hutch. Within the 

space of a few heartbeats, Evie had somehow fallen through the back of the hutch and was 

now sliding down a long, dark, winding, twisting tunnel in the earth.  

She finally landed hard on her bottom at the end.  

Laying on her back, Evie examined the low ceiling. There was soil coming loose, there 

were also roots and worms wriggling about the place. The air was warm and smelt a little bit 

sweaty. A wee bit ‘bummy’, one might say.  

Then a very, very strange little man’s  upside-down face hovered into her field of 

vision. He seemed somehow familiar. His head was certainly smaller than Evie’s. He had a 

big, round, rosy nose, a big, white beard and a strange white-dotted bright red cap on his 

head. He looked quite angry with her as his cheeks were rather flushed and his bushy, white 

eyebrows were all wiggly.  
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Then Evie noticed a second little man appear, just like the first. Then another. Then 

another… 

… And then another. 
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CHAPTER 2 – Trespassing! 

 

‘Waaaaaaaaait a minute!’ bawled the little, white-bearded man with big, white, 

beetling eyebrows.  

‘Who are you? YOU’RE NOT A GUINEA PIG!’ he cried, pointing a grubby, stubby, 

accusatory finger. ‘You don’t have a big furry bottom or anything. What’s going on here?’ 

Evie thought his breath smelt like old fish and pipe smoke and tried not to grimace. 

By now, many more of the tiny little men in strange caps had gathered around the 

throng. Some touted pitchforks menacingly, others wielded fishing rods ominously and one 

even rode a bouncy toadstool alarmingly.  

‘Grrr,’ said the toadstool.  

All the little men wore scowls of immense gruffness and displeasure. 

‘I’m, I’m… ’ Stuttered Evie, ‘trying to find my little dog, Penny. I think she must have 

come through this way.’ 

‘Sorry, no dogs allowed. Now get off with you, you’re trespassing!’ 
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Evie sat upright and took in her surroundings. They were gnomes! And hundreds of 

them at that! All hard at work in various guises – some were still toiling away in pretty little 

flower and vegetable patches. Others were angling over a vast, underground lake. Still more 

were hammering and sawing random bits of wood. 

‘Well look, I am not sure if I actually believe in gnomes or not,’ said the little girl. ‘But 

perhaps you can assist me?’ 

‘Nope, sorry,’ piped up the spokes-gnome, gruffly. ‘No dogs, no humans. We’re 

gnomes and we’re very, very busy.’ 

‘So I see. You are also very rude gnomes,’ declared the young woman, picking herself 

up and dusting herself down.  

Now, Evie is quite tall for her age. But any sized child would dwarf a gnome.  

The gnomes looked up at her uneasily, and as one, took a hurried step back.  

‘I’m just a little girl,’ continued Evie, calming her tousled[PK1] hair. ‘I’ve lost my little 

dog, I’ve fallen into a strange place and I am supposed to be cleaning out my guinea pigs. 

And anyway, I thought I was supposed to be having a faerie story?’ 

The gnomes looked at each other, befuddled and embarrassed, and some went so 

far as to peer down at their toes. 

‘I believe this story is called Evie and the Faerie Queen?’ she said, glaring about the 

congregation. No gnome dared meet her eye. 

‘Well, I’m Evie!’ she huffed, hands on her hips. 
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After a nervous pause, another gnome with kindly eyes stepped forth, wringing his 

hands. He bowed courteously but nervously and squeaked, ‘Sorry, nothing to do with us. 

We just work here.’ 

The entourage behind him concurred vigorously, nodding their little heads. 

‘Try the next floor up. This is Colonisations, Tacky Garden Wear, Fishing and Rustic 

Furniture. You want Cheery Wiggling of Noses n’ Toeses, Heel Clicking and Wand 

Weaving[PK2].’  

Evie scanned her surroundings once more, looking for an exit. The nicer gnome of 

the congregation piped up again, ‘Upstairs, erm, first on the right, erm, Miss Evie.’ He 

gestured down a poorly lit earthen tunnel that wound away out of sight. 

‘Thank you,’ said Evie, retying an errant pink ribbon. ‘Now that wasn’t so hard, was 

it? Thank you and good day, gnomes.’ 

And with that, the now rather flushed and awkward gnome congregation hurriedly 

resumed their activities in a hushed, excitable whisper – sawing, fishing, hammering, 

gardening, smoking pipes and bouncing around on inexplicably animated fungi.  

Evie herself headed off with the gnomes’ instructions muttering repeatedly on her 

lips: ‘Upstairs, first right. Upstairs, first right.’ 

Soon, Evie came to the end of the badly lit tunnel that the spokes-gnome had 

indicated. Set back against the dead end was the most bizarre spiral staircase Evie had ever 

seen. The whole structure was made of a dull black metal, boasting intricate images on the 

banister poles, rails and steps themselves. 
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Right at the top, where the stairs met the tunnel ceiling, was a thick layer of fog, 

swirling and billowing, as cloud would top a mountain. 

Evie’s little shoe mounted the first step. An interesting clang resonated around the 

chamber.  

On closer inspection, she discovered the icons depicted many strange creatures: she 

noted a rearing unicorn, a prowling cat, a leering wolf, some little people (presumably 

gnomes), some faeries and a sinister-looking tree.  

‘This doesn’t look that inviting at all…’ Evie mused as she proceeded, step-by-

clanging-step up the huge stairway.  

At the top of the old, cold, black iron spiral, Evie Moo poked her head up through the 

fog. Her head materialised in a tiny dark room with only two doors.  

The walls, floor and ceiling were all covered in moss, branches and ivy. It was  as if 

she had poked her head into a gigantic old wooden crate full of vegetation only with door 

handles on the inside. 

She rubbed her eyes then ducked back down to observe the busy place from where 

she had just ascended. She could hear the busy sounds of the industrious gnomes further 

down the dark tunnel. She saw a couple of gnomes whispering amongst themselves at the 

base of the stairs. One was the kindly-eyed gnome from earlier. When the furtive pair 

realised they had been spotted, they gave little shrieks and tottered off giggling, their tiny 

short legs working overtime, making them weeble from side to side rather sweetly. 
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Evie smiled and sighed to herself then went the rest of the way up into the room 

above, being careful not to get entangled in the thick ivy spreading over the top of the 

banister and the last few steps. 

Although it was quite misty, Evie made her way across the interior foliage to the 

door on the right.  

It was squat, too low for an adult, and arched at the top. It [SJ3]was made of a 

smooth, glossy, marbled wood that Evie felt was quite homely, welcoming and cosy. 

The old doorknocker was set in a heavy iron gargoyle’s mouth. Although it was 

technically an unattractive face for a person, Evie found a charm in the gargoyle’s smile, 

complete with a looped doorknocker suspended from its mouth. The whole portal was quite 

nice and neat in its own way. 

Then she noticed the chunky metal lock; it was battered, dented and damaged 

beyond use.  

She made her way steadily across the room and inspected the door on the left. It 

hung loosely on its hinges and creaked back and forth, as a gale from the other side 

buffeted it, producing ominous groans and harsh shrieks. A disgusting, long, pointy-nosed, -

pointy-eared, leering gargoyle adorned this one. There were metal strips across the rough 

wooden planks to reinforce it and a large gem set at the top. However, the gem was dull 

and did not sparkle. 

Small Evie felt a cold draft from somewhere and shivered. She decided to leave the 

rather ominous door well alone and returned to the one on the right. 
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Evie noticed that the space atop this door, where a similar-sized and shaped gem 

would have fit, was missing. Despite its age and weight, the door itself swung gently open 

with barely a creak. 

Evie took a big deep breath and stepped through into the darkness… 

She quickly realised she had emerged in the hollow of a gnarled old tree. The 

sunlight outside was dimming and she could hear the lonely calls of some mysterious , 

distant birds. Although they were not calls that she had ever heard before.  

Her eyes gradually accustomed to the gloom. There was a smell of damp earth and 

wood.  

‘Hmmm, creepy crawlies,’ Evie observed. ‘Great.’ She peered out of the hole in the 

tree.  

‘Oh and a rather fearsome, gigantic wolf with a rumbling stomach.’ She panned her 

view across the dim forest scene. ‘Oh, and a glow-in-the-dark snake. So too with a rumbling 

stomach. Oh well, could be worse.’  

Evie ducked her head back into the safety of the trunk to consider her next move. 

But before she could come up with a plan she heard the distant yap of a tiny little black dog 

in peril. ‘Oh no, poor Penny!’ 

Without a moment’s forethought, Evie was on her feet. She burst out of the tree 

hollow and sprinted across the forest floor, leaves and broken twigs flying everywhere as 

she pounded her little legs.  

She vaulted the eerie glowing snake, (which incidentally was a lost eel with a lisp) 

she slid, one leg outstretched, under the enormous wolf (whose name was Reg and had IBS) 
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and narrowly avoided colliding with a very apprehensive young owl named Strigi (he had a 

Toys ‘R’ Us name badge on). Then she was away, out of sight into the dense forest.  

The wolf and the snake looked around their environment and then at each other. 

They were sure, absolutely positive… that something probably quite important, and possibly 

quite tasty, had just happened by…  

However, neither of them had been paying much attention at the time. 

 

So off Evie went 

Into the great unknown 

On the trail of her pup 

With directions from a wee gnome. 

 

Will Evie succeed? 

Or will Evie fail? 

No skipping ahead now 

You must read on until the end of the tale. 

 

Go to sleep now, Moogins. School in the morrow. Third chapter tomorrow night. 
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CHAPTER 3 – Evie and the Dryads 

 

Welcome back. 

Evie’s pace slowed as the sound of her errant doggies barking faded. She found a 

well-trodden track that appeared to continue roughly in the same direction she had been 

going, so decided to follow it.  

However, she could only have gone a few metres [SJ4]before she could go no further. 

A bunch of animated trees barred the way!  

A horrid face could be made out in the trunk of each of the nasty sprites. They had 

gnarly bark teeth and patches of moss littering their features. They had mean, empty eye 

sockets with a prick of green light in each. They seemed very cross to see her and flailed 

their withered branches at her whilst chorusing ‘Grrrr!’ and ‘Raaaagh!’  
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The twilight air filled with eerie, raspy, whispering taunts as Evie took a step back 

and considered her aggressors. 

One particularly large and sinister tree stepped forth from the mob.  

‘Go away!’ warbled the terrifyingly overdramatic creature, waving its haggard limbs 

around its sort-of head. ‘Your kind are not welcome here, Goblin! Go back! Go back from 

whence you came!’  

It rounded off its speech with a hollow, eerie moan as its withered friends assembled 

behind it. The gang whispered, rattling their branches and dry leaves as one. It was quite a 

racket. And most probably quite terrifying… 

However, the intrepid little Evie simply stood her ground, put her hands on her hips 

and said in her most patient, but stern voice, ‘Is that really necessary?’ 

The ominous, glowering leader of the tree people was momentarily taken aback at 

the little girl’s courage and abruptly ceased his hullabaloo. Likewise, the hubbub behind him 

lost its vigour, too. 

Evie continued: ‘Hungry wolves, hungry snakes and quite possibly hungry owls would 

want to eat me,’ she asserted. ‘I understand that. But trees? No, that is just silly. Anyway, I 

am not a goblin; I am just a little girl trying to find my lost little dog. There’s no harm done.’ 

The lead tree regained his composure, reared over her and moaned much, much 

more mightily than before. Poor little Evie’s hair was blown all about with the power of the 

colossal voice. The evil tree leaned in close, right over her with a malevolent leer on his 

jagged bark lips, withered claw-like branches and twigs writhing to find their prey. 
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‘Yes, I got that bit’ said the little girl calmly, noting that the tree’s breath smelt how 

she imagined squirrel poo would. ‘Do you have anything else to tell me? For instance, where 

I might find my little dog?’ 

Evie smoothed her abundant and unruly hair down again. 

The mighty, sinister tree was so dumbfounded, his mouth dropped open and all he 

could splutter was, ‘Uh, erm... Uhhhh…’ 

His colleagues behind him looked to each other and began to whisper amongst 

themselves. 

Evie continued, ‘Well, I think you are very rude. And if you are not going to help me, 

I’ll just have to find Penny by myself.’ 

The evil tree was so shocked he could not think of anything else to say. 

‘Fair enough, then,’ said our plucky Evie. ‘Good day nasty trees.’ 

And with that, she marched right between the astounded tree monsters and 

continued her way along the track.  

She was delighted to hear the tree-things behind her tittering, mocking and ridiculing 

their ‘oh-so-fierce-and-terrible’ leader. 

Just before she disappeared out of sight, Evie turned back and called out to the tree 

people. ‘If you are that worried about vandals and goblins invading your beloved forest 

home, perhaps you should start harassing them instead of trying to scare lost little girls.’ 

Evie rounded off her speech with a huff, turned her nose up and stalked off into the 

undergrowth. 

 


